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Welcome

Air France launches Joon on four Paris
CDG routes; will increase to 13 in S18
On 1 December Air France began operating its first flights under
the new Joon brand, announced back in September. At present
just four existing Air France routes from Paris CDG will be flown
by Joon; Barcelona (48-weekly), Berlin TXL (38-weekly), Lisbon
(28-weekly) and Porto (just 3-weekly). That makes a total of
117 weekly departures from Paris CDG, representing just under
9% of all Air France’s international, European flights from the
airport. The airline has categorically stated that Joon is not a
low-cost airline, but a brand aimed at millennials.

Joon’s operation, the week beginning Monday 4 December.
Fare data was also collected for all Joon’s direct and indirect
competitors.

Competition from various LCCs and TAP Portugal

frequencies. The cheapest one-way fare prior to Christmas was
140 Euros. Looking ahead, the first date on which a 50 Euro fare
could be found was Wednesday 17 January.

Looking across all airports serving Paris, Joon faces considerable
competition. Measured by share of flights Joon has 66% of the
Paris to Berlin market, 36% of flights to Barcelona, 25% of
flights to Lisbon and just 4% of flights in winter to Porto.
Competition across the four routes comes from six other
carriers, with all six carriers (Aigle Azur, easyJet, Ryanair, TAP
Portugal, Transavia and Vueling) serving Lisbon and Porto, four
of the carriers serving Barcelona and just easyJet and Aigle Azur
competing on the Berlin route. Aigle Azur, in fact, only launched
its Berlin TXL service last week on 1 December.

More unique analysis, statistics and
news from across Europe in this latest
edition of The ANKER Report. Feel free
to share with friends and colleagues.
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easyJet competes on all four routes with a mix of routes from
Paris CDG and Paris ORY, while Aigle Azur competes on three
routes (all from Paris ORY), Ryanair competes on three routes
(all from Paris BVA), Air France’s own in-house LCC Transavia
competes on three routes (all from Paris ORY), while Vueling
competes on three routes (mostly from Orly). TAP Portugal’s
two routes from Lisbon and Porto both connect to Paris ORY.
Joon one-way fares from 39 Euros

Ralph Anker Joon appears to have three fare classes: Light (not changeable,
ralph@anker-report.com checked baggage is a paid option); Standard (changeable with
fee, checked baggage is included); and Flex (changeable and
refundable without fee). Typically, the Standard one-way fare is
24 Euros more than the Light fare, while the Flex fare is 72
Euros more than Standard fare. However, when the Light fare is
less than around 100 Euros these differences change to 20
Euros and 60 Euros respectively.
One-way fare data from Paris across all four routes was
collected on Tuesday 28 November for the first full week of

Vueling is main competitor on Barcelona
With up to seven daily flights on weekdays to Barcelona, Joon’s
Light fares varied between 158 Euros and 285 Euros for flights
between Monday 4 December and Friday 8 December. For
flights on Saturday 9 December one-way fares of over 530
Euros were all that were left on two of the airline’s five

Similar ‘basic’ one-way fares for easyJet, Ryanair, Transavia and
Vueling were also collected on the same day. Between Monday
and Thursday all these airlines offered fares less than half of the
Joon fare. easyJet’s average fare on Friday 8 December is the
closest to any of the average Joon fares. As with Joon, all the
LCCs had their more expensive fares at the weekend.
A simple average across the week had Ryanair and Transavia
level at around 70 Euros, ahead of Vueling from Orly (105
Euros) and easyJet and Vueling (both from Paris CDG) at around
112 Euros. Joon’s average was almost 250 Euros.
Ryanair has lowest fares to Lisbon
Joon offers 4-daily flights to Lisbon from Paris CDG. Weekday
Light fares ranged from 162 Euros to 422 Euros (for the first
departure on Tuesday morning), while all Saturday flights were
also available for 162 Euros. Sunday fares got more expensive
during the day, starting at 162 Euros in the morning and
finishing at 422 Euros for the last flight on Sunday evening.
Again, looking further ahead the first 50 Euro fare was found on
Wednesday 17 January.
All other carriers were again offering one-way fares for often
considerably less than half of the Joon fare. Across the week
Ryanair had the lowest average fare (46 Euros) while Aigle Azur,
Transavia and Vueling all averaged just over 70 Euros. easyJet,
which only offered four flights during the week, had an average
fare of 105 Euros, still half of Joon’s average of 209 Euros.

continues on page 12
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A decade of the A380; just 13 operators and 60 airports served
The first commercial flight of an Airbus A380 was made
on 25 October 2007 between Singapore and Sydney,
operated by Singapore Airlines. Given how synonymous
the aircraft has become with Emirates, it is maybe
surprising to recall a decade on that the Dubai-based
carrier did not receive any of the first three of the type.
While it may not have been the launch customer,
Emirates is now by far the biggest operator of the type,
having recently taken delivery of its 100th A380.
According to Airbus data a total of 219 A380s have now
been delivered to 13 airlines worldwide:
100 – Emirates
20 – Singapore Airlines
14 – Lufthansa
12 – British Airways, Qantas
10 – Air France, Etihad Airways, Korean Air
8 – Qatar Airways
6 – Asiana Airlines, Malaysia Airlines, Thai Airways
5 – China Southern Airlines
A further 98 aircraft are still listed in Airbus’ order books.
This comprises 42 more aircraft for Emirates, 20 for
Amedeo (a Dublin-based aircraft acquisition and leasing
platform), a further eight aircraft for Qantas, six for
Virgin Atlantic (though these seem to be on indefinite
hold for now), four more for Singapore Airlines, three
each for All Nippon Airways and Air Accord, two more
for Qatar Airways and 10 for an “undisclosed” customer.
Air Accord is a company related to the collapsed Russian
carrier Transaero, which had placed an order for A380s.
The “undisclosed” customer for 10 aircraft is understood
to be Hong Kong Airlines, which placed an order for 10
A380s at the Paris Air Show in June 2011, but which now
shows no sign of following through on the order.
First A380 looking for new owner
Earlier this summer the first A380 operated by Singapore
Airlines was returned to the leasing company and is
currently parked at Tarbes-Lourdes in France, awaiting a
new owner. The recent Dubai Air Show was expected to
see Emirates place an additional order for the type, but
instead it announced a deal with Boeing for 40 787s,
leading to speculation about the future of the world’s
biggest commercial aircraft. A couple of years ago Airbus
was producing 28 A380s per year. Earlier this year it
announced that production would slow from 12 to eight
aircraft per year.
A380 flights up 10% in 2017
According to analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data the
number of flights operated by A380s increased by just
over 10% in 2017 to almost 120,000. However, the
increase of just over 10,000 additional flights this year, is
the smallest increase in flights since 2010. Of the 13
A380 operators, eight operated more A380 seats in 2017
than in 2016, while four reduced the number of available
seats; China Southern Airlines by 15%, Singapore Airlines
by 6%, British Airways and Lufthansa both by 1%, while
Qantas saw no change.
Over 60 airports welcomed an A380 in 2017
Not surprisingly, Dubai is the world’s busiest airport for
A380 flights, with more than three times as many A380
flights as the next airport, London LHR. Then comes
Singapore, Frankfurt, Paris CDG, Bangkok BKK and
Sydney. All these airports are hubs for airlines that
operate the A380. The eighth busiest airport for A380
flights is Los Angeles. There are, of course, no US airlines
operating the A380. The aircraft’s popularity in Los
Angeles is because eight of the 13 A380 operators use
the aircraft to serve the Californian metropolis from
their main hub, or, in the case of Qantas, from both
Sydney and Melbourne.
According to FlightGlobal schedules data, a total of 63
airports welcomed at least 12 A380 flights in 2017.
Airports to see an A380 for the first time in 2017
included Boston (courtesy of British Airways from
London LHR), Casablanca (Emirates), Nice (Emirates) and
Sao Paulo GRU (also Emirates).
Dubai to Heathrow is #1 route
In 2017 there were just over 2,900 A380 flights between
Dubai and London LHR, with Emirates and BA both
operating the aircraft on the route. This easily beat
Dubai to Bangkok BKK (1,815 flights), Seoul Incheon to
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Los Angeles (1,438 flights shared between Asiana
Airlines and Korean Air), Dubai to Sydney (1,095 flights)
and London LHR to Singapore (1,071 flights). The longest
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A380 sector is currently Emirates’ 14,178-kilometre
service between Dubai and Auckland, while its 853kilometre Kuwait service is the shortest.
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Spain: The top 12 airports in Spain all reported growth in
October with Valencia (+19%) and Seville (+12%) leading
the way. LCCs continue to drive the growth with
Jet2.com (+64%), Eurowings (+40%), Norwegian (+17%),
Vueling (+13%), Transavia (+9%) and Ryanair (+7%) all
growing above the average of 6.5%.
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Belgium: Passenger numbers grew 7% across Belgium’s
airports in September, with the country’s busiest airport
reporting solid growth of 6.1%. Brussels Airlines and
Ryanair both grew capacity by just under 5%, leaving TUI
fly Belgium as the country’s fastest-growing airline in
September.
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Switzerland: Demand for air travel in Switzerland grew
by just over 4% in October. Growth has come primarily
from easyJet (+12%), Lufthansa (+17%) and Eurowings
(+14%) as other carriers registered capacity cuts,
including national carrier SWISS (-2%), and, less
surprisingly, airberlin/NIKI (-24%).
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Stuttgart welcomes the return of TAP plus new Aegean, Ryanair and
SAS routes; Eurowings the dominant carrier serving 60+ destinations
With more Formula 1 success for Mercedes-Benz and
Porsche again winning the historic Le Mans 24 Hours, it
has been a successful year for Stuttgart’s two famous
automotive brands. Its football team, VfB Stuttgart, is also
back in the top division and in a comfortable 11th place in
the Bundesliga.
Dropped two places in German airport rankings
The airport serving Stuttgart ranked as Germany’s eighth
busiest in 2016, handling 10.6 million passengers. Between
2012 and 2015 it had ranked sixth, but was overtaken last
year by both Berlin SXF and Cologne Bonn. Passenger
numbers have been between nine million and 10.5 million
for most of the last decade. Domestic traffic peaked in
2008 at 3.2 million. The dip in traffic in 2009 was primarily
down to TUIfly and Lufthansa cutting capacity compared
with 2008.
Since 2009 demand has grown by 1.7 million passengers.
Domestic traffic has only increased by 150,000 passengers
while non-European traffic has fallen by the same amount.
As a result, the growth has come from European traffic
which increased from 5.6 million to 7.3 million.
So far in 2017 (to October) demand is up 3.1% with
domestic traffic up just 0.4% and European traffic up 3.5%.
Despite the collapse of airberlin, the airport’s seat capacity
is up in both November and December according to
FlightGlobal schedules data. airberlin’s only significant
routes at the airport this summer were domestic routes to
Berlin TXL and Düsseldorf. Eurowings already serves the
German capital with up to 13 daily flights and will begin
flights to Düsseldorf in mid-January.
Eurowings is #1 ahead of Lufthansa
Eurowings (and its predecessor germanwings) has been
the biggest carrier in Stuttgart since 2009, when it
overtook Lufthansa. Stuttgart became a germanwings base
in September 2003 and since then it has operated to
almost 80 destinations from the airport. During 2017
Eurowings has launched new routes from Stuttgart to
Chania, La Palma, Larnaca, Osijek, Pisa, Rhodes and
Santorini. As a result, it currently accounts for just over
40% of seat capacity at the airport in November. Next year
will see the carrier add more international routes to
Alicante, Mostar, Newquay, Palermo, Venice VCE and
Zakynthos.
Lufthansa is Stuttgart’s second biggest airline, offering up
to five daily flights to its main hubs in Frankfurt (just 160
kilometres away) and Munich (only 190 kilometres away).
Several German leisure airlines offer a range of
destinations in summer and winter. Condor, SunExpress,
SunExpress Deutschland and TUI fly Deutschland all offer
flights, mostly in and around the Mediterranean.
TAP returned in S17, Finnair coming in S18
This year saw the return of TAP Portugal to Stuttgart. The
Star Alliance carrier began 2-daily service from Lisbon in
June, competing directly with Eurowings. This marked the
airline’s return to the airport after an absence of 12 years.
Two other Star Alliance carriers also started new services
in Stuttgart in 2017. SAS resumed service from Stockholm
ARN at the start of the S17 season, while Aegean Airlines
began service from Athens at the same time.
Looking ahead to S18, Finnair has announced plans to
resume service from Helsinki, starting on 23 April. The
onworld carrier has previously served the German airport
between June 2006 and February 2012. Since then the
Finnish capital has remained unserved from Stuttgart.
easyJet’s five routes, Ryanair’s two
While Eurowings is the dominant carrier in Stuttgart,
Europe’s other major LCCs are hardly present at the
airport. Ryanair has been operating from Manchester since
April 2015 and has just launched a new, daily service from
Dublin, only its second route to Stuttgart.
easyJet began serving Stuttgart in March 2015 and now
operates five routes to Edinburgh, London LGW, Milan
MXP, Porto and Venice VCE. Neither Norwegian nor Wizz
Air serves Stuttgart, while Vueling offers flights to
Barcelona, Rome FCO, and in S18, Palma de Mallorca.
Atlanta is only US destination
With Lufthansa’s Frankfurt hub reasonably nearby,
Stuttgart has struggled to develop many long-haul
services. At present, Delta Air Lines offers year-round
Continental Airlines served Newark between June 2011 Dhabi from December 2014 to May 2016 as part of its coservice to its Atlanta hub. Between March 2011 and March
and February 2012, and airberlin had daily flights to Abu operation with Etihad Airways.
2012 Qatar Airways offered 3-weekly flights to Doha,
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UK: Passenger traffic grew by 5.4% across the UK’s
airports in September. Star performers among the
country’s top 12 airports were Birmingham (+13%) and
London STN (+13%). Jet2.com (+40%) was again by far
the fastest-growing of the country’s main airlines, ahead
of Ryanair (+10%) and Wizz Air (+9%).

Denmark: A 2% drop in passenger numbers in
Copenhagen drove an overall drop of 0.5% in passengers
across all Danish airports in October, despite doubledigit growth from the country’s second busiest airport in
Billund. SAS (-4%) and easyJet (-25%) were the main
airlines responsible for the downturn in demand.

Romania: Despite a flag-carrier that is not growing,
Romania’s airports saw traffic up 19% in September,
with the top four airports all reporting double-digit
growth. LCCs continue to drive growth in Romania with
Blue Air (+55%), Ryanair (+31%) and Wizz Air (+18%) all
expanding rapidly in the country.

www.flightglobal.com/srsanalyser
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Aigle Azur set for new chapter as David Neeleman takes 32% stake;
joins HNA as major shareholder; Algeria focus set to change?
Despite being able to trace its origins back to 1946,
French carrier Aigle Azur is still something of a niche
airline, primarily focussing on traffic between France and
Algeria. This dates back to 2001 when it was acquired by
the Franco-Algerian company, GoFast Group (today
known as The Weaving Group). In 2012, China’s HNA
Group took a 48% stake in the airline. This was followed
in 2016 by Lu Azur S.A. taking a 20% share of the
business, leaving The Weaving Group with 32%.
The Weaving Group sold its final 32% in the airline in mid
-November to David Neeleman, the Brazilian-American
entrepreneur who launched JetBlue Airways in the US (in
2000) and Azul in Brazil (in 2008). Neeleman is also
currently involved with TAP Portugal, as co-owner. In
August, Aigle Azur appointed a new CEO, Frantz Yvelin,
founder and CEO of L’Avion and La Compagnie. Aigle
Azur’s fleet is currently a modest 10 aircraft, nine A320s
and a single A319.
Biggest French airline to Algeria
According to analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data for
2017, Aigle Azur accounts for around 30% of the seat
capacity between France and Algeria, just over two
million seats. This is a long way behind Air Algérie (just
over four million seats and almost 60% of the market),
but well ahead of Air France’s modest 7% of the market.
Since 2010, Algeria has accounted for between 80% and
86% of the airline’s annual scheduled seat capacity. It
serves seven airports in Algeria; Algiers (from eight
French airports), Annaba (from two airports), Bejaia
(from two airports), Constantine (from four airports),
Oran (from seven airports), Setif (from four airports) and
Tlemcen (from three airports).
Germany, Lebanon and Russia new for 2017
The airline’s second biggest market is Portugal, which
has been responsible for between 12% and 17% of the
airline’s annual seats. All other country markets
represent between just 2% and 6% of Aigle Azur’s annual
capacity. This year has seen the launch of services to
Beirut from Paris ORY on 23 June, while the beginning of
December has seen the carrier launch a new route from
Paris ORY to Berlin TXL (4-weekly), while a 2-weekly
service to Moscow DME is set to commence on 22

December. Aigle Azur has previously served Russia
between 2012 and 2014. It is worth noting that Hainan
Airlines (part of HNA) serves Berlin TXL from Beijing.

next biggest bases. Lille, Mulhouse, Paris CDG and
Toulouse each accounted for between 3% and 4% of
flights.

Apart from Algeria and Portugal, Aigle Azur also serves
Bamako in Mali and Dakar in Senegal. Since the
beginning of 2016 it has launched new routes from Lyon
and Marseille to Dakar, Lyon to Bejaia and Porto, and
Paris CDG to Algiers. According to FlightGlobal schedules
data, in 2017 Aigle Azur operated 42 scheduled routes
with at least four flights in total.

At a route level the top three most flown sectors are all
from Paris ORY; to Algiers (1,751 flights), Oran (579
flights) and Lisbon (469 flights). Then come routes to
Algiers from Lyon (411 flights) and Marseille (403 flights).

Paris Orly is biggest base
Among French airports Paris ORY is where around 60%
of Aigle Azur’s flights departed from in 2017 (just over
4,500), with Marseille (15%) and Lyon (12%) being the

With a new CEO and the involvement of David
Neeleman, it seems likely that the carrier will see some
major changes in the coming years. Opportunities may
exist to connect Chinese traffic from HNA Group,
through Aigle Azur’s network and those of TAP Portugal
and Azul, all the way to South America.

Air Mediterranean launches in Athens with two 737-400s
Launched in early November with two 168-seat 737400s, Air Mediterranean (IATA code MV) is a new Athens
-based carrier whose vision is to “establish itself as the
leading airline which links Europe with the rapidly
expanding markets of Middle East and Africa using
Athens as a hub”. The airline’s first scheduled routes
from Athens to London STN (4-weekly) and Stockholm
ARN (4-weekly) were launched on 2 November, followed
by Baghdad (weekly) on 3 November.

On 1 December three more destinations were added to
Casablanca (3-weekly), Jeddah (3-weekly) and Larnaca (4
-weekly), followed on 2 December by weekly flights to
Khartoum in Sudan. In total, Air Mediterranean is
offering 20 flights per week. Analysing the airline’s online booking took shows that all flights are operated
between Wednesdays and Sundays, with no scheduled
services currently operating on either Mondays or
Tuesdays.

The ANKER Report

Stiff competition on Larnaca, London & Stockholm
Of the airline’s seven routes three face no competition;
Baghdad, Casablanca and Khartoum, while Jeddah is
served only by Aegean Airlines. Stockholm ARN is
already served year-round by Aegean and SAS, with
Norwegian also operating in the summer.
Aegean, Blue Air and Cobalt already serve Larnaca with
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Tus Airlines also launching in December and Cyprus
Airways offering yet another option starting in S18.
Finally, for passengers looking to travel between Athens
and London, Ryanair already flies to London STN, Aegean
and British Airways both serve London LHR, while
Aegean and easyJet both offer non-stop service to
London LGW.
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British Airways set to grow again at Gatwick after Monarch slot gain
IAG, owners of Aer Lingus, British Airways, Iberia, LEVEL
and Vueling, has snapped up the slots previously held at
London LGW by now defunct Monarch Airlines. While
declining to reveal how much it has paid for the slots, it
intends to start using them from February 2018 onwards.
It seems likely that British Airway and maybe LEVEL will be
the airline’s used to take advantage of these extra slots.
Over 40 million passengers on one runway
Gatwick is the world’s busiest commercial airport
operating with just a single runway. Last year, the airport
handled over 43 million passengers, a 7% improvement on
the 2015 figure, when the 40-million milestone was passed
for the first time. Between 1994 and 2000 passenger
numbers had surged by over 50% to go from 21 million to
32 million. During the first decade of the new millennium,
demand hovered between 30 and 35 million passengers.
In 2009, BAA sold Gatwick to Global Infrastructure
Partners (GIP) which has invested heavily in the airport.
Between 2010 and 2016 passenger numbers have grown
by 37% from 31.4 million to 43.1 million. The number of
commercial aircraft movements has increased during that
period by 18% from 234,000 to almost 276,000. Critically,
the number of passengers per aircraft movement has also
risen, in this case by 17%, from 134 to 156. For
comparison, the number of passengers per commercial
aircraft movement at London’s other main airports in 2016
were; 160 at London LHR, 148 at London STN, 138 at
number of destinations served from 48 to 64. In 2017 Fort
London LTN and 54 at London LCY.#
The airport’s most recent statistics, for October 2017, Lauderdale, Limoges and Oakland have been added to the
show that in the last 12 months Gatwick has handled 45.5 carrier’s portfolio of routes from London’s second busiest
million passengers, an increase of 6.5% on the preceding airport.
12-month period. Air transport movement are up just
under 3% to 286,387 for the rolling year. While the core
European scheduled market has seen growth of 4.5%,
North Atlantic traffic is up 22.5% while other long-haul
services have seen a rise of 10.7%. UK domestic traffic is
also growing faster than average, with a 9% increase.

Among the airport’s top 15 airlines, only one, Aurigny,
operates aircraft with an average seat capacity of less than
100. The carrier typically operates six flights per day to
Guernsey using a mix of 72-seat ATR 72-500s and a single
122-seat Embraer E195.

Spain is #1 market from Gatwick
Based on seat capacity data for all of 2017, Spain is the
dominant destination for passengers travelling from
Gatwick, with more than twice as much seat capacity as
the next nearest country markets, Italy and the UK. Among
the top 15 country markets, average seats per departure is
between 149 and 198 for all of them except two; the US
(with 341 seats per departure) and the UAE (with 482
seats per departure).

easyJet now much bigger than British Airways
Comparing services at the airport in 2017 with what was
happening a decade previously, reveals how easyJet has
grown to become the dominant carrier at the airport. Back
in 2007 easyJet operated almost 24,000 departures from
Gatwick, well behind British Airways’ 42,360. Flybe was the
third biggest carrier in terms of movements, while three
airlines that no longer exist (Sterling, Continental Airlines
and Air Southwest) all ranked in the top 15.
A decade later easyJet’s share of Gatwick flights in 2017
will be around 44%, well ahead of British Airways (16%)
and Norwegian (9%). Monarch’s share of flights for the
year as a whole is just over 3%, though in the peak
summer period of August, it accounted for around 4.6% of
total movements. According to FlightGlobal schedules
data, Monarch operated between 19 and 22 daily
departures during August. It is worth noting that apart
from British Airways, Vueling now accounts for around
2.8% of slots at Gatwick while Aer Lingus has a further
1.6%. With the addition of Monarch’s slots, it looks like
IAG will be in control of around 25% of the airport’s slots in
S18.
As noted in Issue 4 of The ANKER Report, British Airways
has been growing its network from Gatwick in recent
years. Between 2014 and 2017 it has increased the
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Wizz Air to expand its #1 base at London Luton by 18% in 2018 after
getting additional slots from Monarch’s demise
On 30 November Wizz Air announced that it had
acquired additional slots at London LTN from Monarch
Airlines. As a result, the ULCC will now base seven A320/
A321 aircraft at the airport next summer rather than
five. The airline’s press release stated that its Luton
capacity will increase by 18% in 2018 to 7.1 million seats
and that the carrier will offer an additional 10,000
weekly seats on 28 additional weekly departures (four
per day). However, looking at FlightGlobal schedules
data for S17 shows that Monarch offered up to 10 flights
per day from Luton, suggesting that some of its slots are
still available to other carriers.
Wizz Air had already announced plans to add five new
routes from Luton in S18; Larnaca and Tirana in May,
Bratislava in June, and Lviv and Tallinn in September. The
airline is now promising further new routes to take
advantage of the extra slots.
Luton #1 airport on Wizz Air network
Despite not being made a designated base until earlier
this year, Luton has been Wizz Air’s busiest airport for
many years. Analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data
shows that the airline is offering just over three million
departing seats in 2017, up 8% on 2016. Wizz Air’s next
biggest airports are its bases in Budapest, Bucharest and
Warsaw WAW. However, Luton is still 25% bigger than
Budapest in terms of annual seats. It may be several
years before Luton is finally overtaken as Wizz Air’s
biggest airport for flights and seats.
After Luton, Wizz Air’s next biggest airports in western
Europe are Eindhoven, Dortmund, Milan BGY, Stockholm
NYO and Barcelona, with Eindhoven overtaking
Dortmund in 2017. The fastest-growing airport in the top
15 in 2017 is Sofia, where capacity is up almost 40%.
Capacity up 21% in 2017, passengers up 25%
Wizz Air’s annual seat capacity is up 21% in 2017 to just
over 31 million seats. However, the number of flights
operated has grown by only 17%. This reflects the
increase in average aircraft size from 185 seats in 2016
to 191 seats in 2017, as the airline’s fleet welcomes an
increasing number of the larger A321s. Based on

published traffic data for the first 10 months of 2017,
Wizz Air has carried 23.9 million passengers between
January and October, 25% more than in the same period
of 2016. Passenger load factor has risen from around
89% to 92%, reaching a record 95.4% in August.
Flying to 144 airports in 2017
During 2017 Wizz Air will have operated to 144 airports
according to FlightGlobal schedules data, up from 131 in
2016. While flights to Hamburg LBC, Istanbul SAW and
Targu Mures have been suspended, 16 airports have
been added to the airline’s network. Ranked in terms of
departures in 2017 they are; Frankfurt, Lamezia Terme,
Lviv, Pristina, Vaxjo, Agadir, Tirana, Santander, Sarajevo,
Osijek, Astana, Venice VCE, Kiev KBP, Faro, St.

Petersburg and Tromso. Tromso gets its first Wizz Air
service on 16 December with 2-weekly flights to Gdansk.
Poland, Romania and Ukraine expansion in 2018
In recent weeks Wizz Air has announced plans to close
its base in Lublin and move that aircraft to Katowice,
from where it will add several new routes. Sibiu in
Romania will get a second based aircraft from June
enabling the launch of five new routes and frequency
increases on four other routes.
Ukraine is also a focus for growth next year, with Wizz
Air returning to Kharkiv (with routes from Dortmund and
Katowice) and Lviv getting new routes to Dortmund,
Gdansk and Katowice.

www.connect-aviation.com
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Latest European airport traffic statistics
Data published here has been made public between 21 November and 1 December.
Country

Sources: Individual airports, airport authorities, government statistics and ACI Europe. (YTD: Year to date)

Bosnia &
Herzegovina

October: Tuzla pax +86.8% to 51,556. YTD: pax +75.8% to 458k.
November: Sarajevo pax +22.2% to 57,887. YTD: pax +14.2% to 908k.

Bulgaria

October: Sofia pax +20.2% to 574k. YTD: pax +35.9% to 5.54m.

Czech Republic

October: Prague pax +14.8% to 1.37m. YTD: pax +18.7% to 13.15m.

Denmark

November: Aarhus pax +8.1% to 34,742.
YTD (Nov): Aarhus pax -3.3% to 346k.

France

October: Toulouse pax +13.9% to 844k; Marseille pax +7.1% to 809k; Bordeaux pax +4.9% to 550k; Lille pax +15.5% to 213k; Ajaccio pax +10.8% to 129k;
Bastia pax +3.0% to 112k; Strasbourg pax +21.9% to 115k; Biarritz pax -0.5% to 105k.
YTD (Oct): Toulouse pax +16.1% to 7.80m; Marseille pax +7.2% to 7.72m; Bordeaux pax +8.6% to 5.38m; Lille pax +6.2% to 1.70m; Ajaccio pax +10.7% to
1.44m; Bastia pax +8.9% to 1.27m; Biarritz pax +5.8% to 1.05m; Strasbourg pax +12.2% to 1.00m.

Georgia

October: Kutaisi pax +1.0% to 34,874. YTD: pax +65.4% to 359k.

Germany

October: All airports (ADV) pax +2.2% to 22.21m, flights +1.6% to 192k. Europe pax +3.3% to 14.41m, domestic pax -3.2% to 4.16m, intercontinental pax
+4.3% to 3.58m.
October: Düsseldorf pax -5.4% to 2.26m; Berlin TXL pax -11.9% to 1.74m; Hamburg pax +8.1% to 1.72m; Cologne Bonn pax +2.5% to 1.22m; Stuttgart pax
+2.9% to 1.06m; Berlin SXF pax +3.3% to 1.21m; Nuremberg pax +20.6% to 412k.
YTD (Oct): All airports (ADV) pax +5.6% to 202.73m, flights +2.4% to 1.80m. Europe pax +6.1% to 126.83m, domestic pax +1.5% to 40.33m, intercontinental
pax +8.7% to 35.00m.
YTD (Oct): Düsseldorf pax +7.4% to 21.64m; Berlin TXL pax -0.3% to 17.97m; Hamburg pax +9.6% to 15.15m; Berlin SXF pax +13.2% to 10.94m; Cologne Bonn
pax +4.0% to 10.69m; Stuttgart pax +3.1% to 9.52m; Nuremberg pax +22.1% to 3.62m.

Gibraltar

October: Gibraltar pax -22.3% to 41,689. YTD: pax +10.9% to 520k.

Greece

October: All airports pax +15.1% to 5.33m. Heraklion pax +13.3% to 826k.
YTD (Oct): All airports pax +8.5% to 53.54m. Heraklion pax +8.3% to 7.23m

Italy

October: All airports (Assaeroporti) pax +6.6% to 15.47m; international pax +6.9% to 10.04m; domestic pax +6.0% to 5.40m; flights +4.2% to 120k.
October: Rome FCO pax -6.6% to 3.67m; Milan MXP pax +15.3% to 1.93m; Venice VCE pax +20.8% to 1.10m; Milan BGY pax +8.1% to 1.05m; Naples pax
+28.7% to 845k; Catania pax +15.0% to 840k; Milan LIN pax -2.6% to 802k; Bologna pax +5.8% to 715k; Palermo pax +12.9% to 523k; Rome CIA pax +111.1% to
496k; Pisa pax +4.1% to 467k; Bari pax +8.6% to 423k; Cagliari pax +15.1% to 354k; Turin pax +5.9% to 347k; Florence pax +3.2% to 255k; Verona pax +10.9%
to 230k; Lamezia Terme pax -1.4% to 218k.
YTD (Oct): All airports (Assaeroporti) pax +6.7% to 151.42m; international pax +8.8% to 98.27m; domestic pax +3.2% to 52.84m; flights +2.8% to 1.17m.
YTD (Oct): Rome FCO pax -1.6% to 35.35m; Milan MXP pax +15.0% to 18.90m; Milan BGY pax +11.4% to 10.52m; Venice VCE pax +8.0% to 9.10m; Milan LIN
pax -0.6% to 8.08m; Catania pax +16.7% to 7.91m; Naples pax +24.2% to 7.38m; Bologna pax +6.6% to 7.01m; Rome CIA pax +11.0% to 4.93m; Palermo pax
+6.4% to 4.93m; Pisa pax +5.7% to 4.65m; Bari pax +8.7% to 4.00m; Cagliari pax +12.9% to 3.66m; Turin pax +7.0% to 3.57m; Verona pax +10.1% to 2.77m;
Olbia pax +10.4% to 2.66m; Florence pax +6.0% to 2.31m.

Lithuania

October: Kaunas pax +24.8% to 84,744. YTD: pax +68.6% to 1.06m.

Poland

October: Krakow pax +19.0% to 529k; Poznan pax +19.7% to 152k; Lodz pax -23.6% to 16,108.
YTD (Oct): Krakow pax +15.5% to 4.86m; Poznan pax +4.6% to 1.58m; Lodz pax -12.4% to 177k.

Switzerland

October: Basel pax +7.8% to 769k. YTD: pax +7.5% to 6.80m.

UK

September: All airports (CAA) pax +5.4% to 27.71m.
September: London LTN pax +6.0% to 1.51m; Leeds Bradford pax +13.0% to 464k; London SEN +34.5% to 110k.
October: London LTN pax +2.9% to 1.41m; Birmingham pax +0.1% to 1.08m.
YTD (Sep): All airports (CAA) pax +7.0% to 222.94m.
YTD (Sep): London LTN pax +11.3% to 12.48m; Leeds Bradford pax +14.8% to 3.30m; London SEN +21.8% to 835k.
YTD (Oct): London LTN pax +9.7% to 13.73m; Birmingham pax +14.1% to 11.43m.

Istanbul IST leads European airport seat growth in December 2017;
Berlin TXL, Düsseldorf and Copenhagen see biggest cuts
Istanbul IST is set to be the fastest-growing airport in Europe in
volume terms this December, based on analysis of FlightGlobal
schedules data. Turkey’s busiest airport is set to welcome almost
300,000 additional departing seats this month, driven by Turkish
Airlines offering almost 250,000 more seats compared with last
December. Two other major European hub airports, Frankfurt
and Amsterdam are next, while London LHR, Madrid and Paris
CDG also all make the top 15 for volume growth.
With an almost 40% increase in seat capacity this December,
Naples is by far the smallest airport in total passenger numbers
to make the rankings. Ankara, serving the Turkish capital, is the
fourth fastest growing in volume terms, with seat capacity up
over 25%.
Overall seat capacity at European airports in December is up an
estimated 4.5%, on just 2.7% more flights. These are the same
figures as were predicted for November as well. With the demise
of airberlin, the two airports with the biggest drop in seat
capacity are easy to predict; Berlin TXL has lost 315,000 seats
(down 29%) while Düsseldorf has lost around 188,000 seats in
December, which equates to a drop of 16%.
The third biggest predicted drop in seat capacity is in
Copenhagen, which is currently looking at a 5% reduction in seat
capacity, equivalent to just over 70,000 seats. Birmingham
(down 67,000 seats) and Berlin SXF (down 55,000) come next.
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Latest European route news
Launched routes
Aigle Azur is diversifying its network from Paris ORY with
the addition in early December of flights to Berlin TXL (4weekly) using its A320s. Air France with its Joon brand
currently connects Paris CDG and Berlin TXL with
multiple daily flights, while easyJet connects Paris ORY
and Berlin SXF with up to 3-daily flights. This December
Aigle Azur offers 14 routes from Paris ORY; seven are to
destinations in Algeria and a further three are to cities in
Portugal. The other two routes are to Beirut and
Bamako in Mali. Bamako is the airline’s longest route at
4,115 kilometres. Aigle Azur is going through some
changes at present (see page 6). It recently disposed of
its oldest aircraft (an A319) leaving it with a fleet of 10
aircraft – nine A320s and a single A319.
Air Mediterranean, a new Greek carrier which launched
flights from Athens to Baghdad, London STN and
Stockholm ARN in November, has launched a further
four routes at the beginning of December. Casablanca (3
-weekly), Jeddah (3-weekly) and Larnaca (4-weekly) all
launched on 1 December, while a weekly service to
Khartoum in Sudan started on 2 December. Aegean
Airlines already serves the Jeddah route with 2-weekly
flights. Most competition will be faced on the 930kilometre route to Larnaca, which is already well served
by Aegean Airlines (40-weekly), Cobalt (14-weekly), Blue
Air and SkyExpress (both 11-weekly) and fellow
newcomer Tus Airways (3-weekly). For more on Air
Mediterranean see page 6.
Air Moldova is the latest carrier to launch flights to
Dubai. On 23 November the carrier began 2-weekly
(Mondays and Thursdays) flights from Chisinau using its
E190s. This winter it will also start serving Geneva with 2
-weekly flights from 15 December. With a fleet of seven
aircraft (three E190s, two A319s and two A320s) the
carrier will serve some 25 destinations non-stop from
Chisinau this winter including 3-daily flights to Moscow
DME.

April 2010 and March 2012 using its A340-300s. British
Airways serves Taipei TPE daily from London LHR but
with a stop in Bangkok BKK.

Tus Airways is using a couple of Fokker 100s to develop
its scheduled network. On 1 December the Cypriot
carrier, which was formed in 2016 and began operations
with a Saab 340, launched 3-weekly flights between
Larnaca and Athens, joining Aegean Airlines, Air
Mediterranean (see above), Blue Air, Cobalt and
SkyExpress.
easyJet on 28 November began 2-weekly service from
London LTN to Alghero in Sardinia. This is the airline’s
first link from the UK to Alghero. Its other routes to the
Italian airport are from Geneva (launched June 2016),
Milan MXP (launched June 2012) and Venice VCE
(launched June 2017). Frequency on the London LTN
route will increase to 3-weekly at the start of the S18
season. Ryanair has served Alghero from London STN
since June 2000, but currently only operates the route in
summer months.
Eurowings has chosen the beginning of December to
introduce two new routes to Innsbruck. It will serve the
Austrian city with 2-weekly flights from Düsseldorf and
Hamburg for the remainder of the winter season with
one-way fares available from 40 Euros. These are the
airline’s first services to Innsbruck. Both routes were
flown last winter by airberlin. However, according to the
airline’s booking took, NIKI is also offering limited
frequencies on these two routes this winter. In addition,
Austrian Airlines connects Innsbruck 4-daily with
Frankfurt.
Finnair has added a couple of new seasonal destinations
to the Caribbean. On 30 November the oneworld carrier
began weekly flights from Helsinki to Puerto Plata in the
Dominican Republic, followed on 1 December by 2weekly flights to Havana. The routes will be flown using
a mix of the airline’s A330 fleet and its A350-900s.

Alitalia has once more resumed service between Milan
LIN and Athens. The Italian flag-carrier has connected
the two airports in the past, primarily during August, in
2004, 2006, 2007, 2014 and 2015. It even flew the route
during August 2017. However, it has now started
operating the route in December, suggesting that it
finally plans to treat this as a year-round route. Service is
provided daily using Alitalia’s A319s. Aegean Airlines
already offers 2-daily flights this winter from Milan MXP
to Athens, while Ryanair flies daily from Milan BGY to
the Greek capital.
British Airways which has served Turin from London
LGW since 2004, has now added a 2-weekly service to
the Italian city from London LHR. The new service
launched on 26 November and will be serviced by the
airline’s A320 fleet. Airlines will be offering 32-weekly
flights between London and Turin in January. Apart from
British Airways (11-weekly from Gatwick), easyJet (5weekly) and TUI Airways (2-weekly) also offer flights
from Gatwick, Blue Air (3-weekly) and easyJet (weekly)
fly from Luton, while Ryanair (daily) and TUI Airways
(weekly) fly from Stansted. Meanwhile, at London LGW
the airline launched 4-weekly flights to Nuremberg
aimed at the increasingly popular Weihnachtsmarkt
market. These flights are scheduled to end in early
January. Competition comes from Ryanair which serves
Nuremberg year-round from London STN.
China Airlines is once again the only carrier to connect
London and Taiwan with non-stop flights. On 1
December the SkyTeam member began 4-weekly flights
from Taipei TPE to London LGW using its A350-900s. The
airline had previously operated 3-weekly and then 2weekly between Taipei TPE and London LHR between
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Ryanair chose 23 November as the launch date for only
its second route to Stuttgart, the home of car
manufacturing legends Mercedes-Benz and Porsche. A
daily service from Dublin now complements a 4-weekly
service from Manchester, which launched in April 2015.
Aer Lingus already connects the two cities, but only
during the summer months, when it typically offers 5weekly flights. Ryanair operates a base from Karlsruhe/
Baden-Baden which is only some 85 kilometres from the
airport in Stuttgart. It flew there from Dublin between
April 2006 and early 2010.

flydubai now serves two of Moscow’s airports with the
addition on 29 November of daily flights from Dubai to
Moscow SVO. The LCC already operates daily service to
Moscow VKO, a route it began serving back in
September 2014. Emirates serves Moscow DME with 2daily flights. Russian routes have proven particularly
popular with flydubai in recent months as it has
launched service to Makhachkala, Ufa and Voronezh
since the start of the W17/18 season. It now serves 11
Russian destinations with a total of 52 weekly flights,
making it the airline’s second biggest country market in
terms of ASKs after Saudi Arabia.
Jet2.com is offering a new, seasonal route from its
London STN base, which it only opened earlier this year.
On 30 November it started 2-weekly flights (increasing to
3-weekly in January) to Salzburg using its 737-800s.
Competition will be provided by both Eurowings (which
launched flights at the end of October) and Ryanair,
which has been operating year-round flights from
London STN since April 2001. Jet2.com has been offering
winter ski flights to the Austrian resort from some of its
other bases since 2006 (Leeds Bradford), 2010
(Edinburgh and Manchester), 2013 (Belfast BFS) and
2016 (East Midlands). In addition, weekly flights from
Birmingham to Salzburg will begin on 23 December and
operate until 10 March.
Pobeda has become the latest airline to offer daily flights
between Moscow and Istanbul. On 1 December,
Aeroflot’s in-house LCC began connecting Moscow VKO
and Istanbul IST using its 737-800s. The two cities are
already connected by Aeroflot (Istanbul IST to Moscow
SVO, 4-daily), Turkish Airlines (Istanbul IST to Moscow
VKO, 4-daily), AtlasGlobal (Istanbul IST to Moscow SVO,
daily) and Pegasus Airlines (Istanbul SAW to Moscow
DME, daily). For more in-depth analysis of Pobeda’s
growth since its launch in December 2014 see page 11.
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Vueling has added four new routes to Granada.
Between 1 and 4 December the Spanish LCC added
connections to Bilbao (1 December, 3-weekly), Paris
CDG (2 December, 2-weekly), Gran Canaria and Tenerife
TFS (both 4 December, 2-weekly). All routes will be flown
using the carrier’s A320s and none faces any direct
competition. These route launches allow Andalucians
the chance to take advantage of two national holidays
on 6 December (Constitution Day) and 8 December
(Immaculate Conception Day).

Announced routes
Adria Airways will increase its route network from
Ljubljana by six new destinations in S18. The Star
Alliance member is using the Saab 2000s operated by
Darwin Airline (which is now branded Adria Airways
Switzerland) to launch new routes to Bucharest (4weekly), Geneva (3-weekly), Hamburg (4-weekly) and
Sofia (3-weekly) at the end of March, followed by Brac (2
-weekly) and Dubrovnik (2-weekly) at the end of April.
None of these routes were flown by any other airline in
S17.
Aer Lingus is going from strength to strength in the US
market. Its latest new route from Dublin is to SeattleTacoma, with 4-weekly flights set to launch on 18 May
using A330-200s. Dublin will become the 8th European
airport with direct service to Seattle-Tacoma following
Amsterdam, Frankfurt, London LGW, London LHR,
Manchester, Paris CDG and Reykjavik KEF. SeattleTacoma will become Aer Lingus’ 12th US destination
from Dublin. As recently as S13 Aer Lingus served only
four US airports (Boston, Chicago, New York JFK and
Orlando). Since then it has added San Francisco
(resumed in 2014), Washington IAD (resumed in 2015),
Hartford (2016), Newark (2016), Los Angeles (resumed
in 2016), Miami (2017) and Philadelphia (March 2018).
Air France is resuming service to Catania after a gap of
over 25 years. On 27 March the SkyTeam member will
begin 3-weekly flights from Paris CDG using a mix of
A319s and A320s. In S17 the route was already flown
daily by easyJet, while Transavia (6-weekly) and Vueling
(2-weekly) both connected Paris ORY to Catania. Last
summer Air France served nine Italian airports from
Paris CDG with between 30 and 40 daily flights.
However, in recent years it has dropped routes to Pisa
(March 2014), Trieste (April 2010) and Verona (October
2015). The Pisa and Verona routes were transferred to
Transavia operating out of Paris ORY. However, Pisa
flights ended in September 2016 while Verona service
appears to have ended in early November 2017.
Air Malta plans to begin 2-weekly flights to Casablanca
from Malta at the start of the S18 season. The last
scheduled services between Morocco and Malta were in
October 2007 when Air Malta last operated the route
with a weekly service. The new service will be flown by
the carrier’s A320 fleet.
American Airlines will become one of three carriers to
connect Dallas/Fort Worth to Reykjavik KEF when it
launches seasonal service on 7 June. It will fly the route
daily using 757s until 19 November. Icelandair is
beginning 4-weekly flights between the two airports on
30 May while WOW air will be the first carrier to start
the route on 23 May. So, in the space of a fortnight,
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three rival airlines will all start the same transatlantic
route, a situation possibly unprecedented in the history
of transatlantic travel.

weekly from 3 May) and Miami (3-weekly from 4 May).
All routes, which were served by airberlin in S17, will be
operated using Brussels Airlines’ A330s and A340s.

Asiana Airlines is launching two new scheduled routes to
Europe in S18. On 1 May it will start 3-weekly service
from Seoul ICN to Venice VCE followed on 30 August by
4-weekly flights to Barcelona. Both routes apparently
operated as charter services in S17. The airline already
serves Frankfurt, Istanbul IST, London LHR, Paris CDG
and Rome FCO non-stop from South Korea.

Flybe has announced a new UK domestic route between
Doncaster Sheffield and Belfast BHD. Set to launch on
Friday 15 June, the service will operate 4-weekly using
the airline’s E175s. To create the aircraft time needed to
operate this service, Flybe will be suspending its route to
Berlin TXL, with the last flight operating on 11 June.

Blue Air will add Sweden to its Turin network next year
with the addition of a weekly service to Stockholm ARN
starting on 20 January. Frequency will increase to 2weekly from the end of March. The Romanian LCC is
already the biggest carrier at the Italian airport with an
estimated 24% of seat capacity in 2017, ahead of
Ryanair (21%) and Alitalia (16%). Next summer Blue Air
will serve 18 destinations from Turin. However, this will
not include Rome FCO or Berlin TXL, both of which were
served in S17.
The recently relaunched Cyprus Airways has announced
six new routes from Larnaca for S18. At the end of
March it will begin 2-weekly flights to Athens (increasing
to 4-weekly in June). At the end of May there will be
additional route launches to Munich (weekly), Prague
(weekly), Stuttgart (weekly), Verona (2-weekly) and
Zurich (2-weekly). All will be operated using a 144-seat
A319. Several carriers already operate the Athens route
while Condor and Lufthansa served Munich in S17,
Eurowings served Stuttgart and Cobalt offered flights to
Zurich in S17.
Eurowings is building up its long-haul network from
Düsseldorf. The airline has announced plans to serve
New York JFK (6-weekly from 28 April), Fort Myers (3-

LEVEL is making Paris ORY its second base. From the
beginning of July, IAG’s new long-haul, low-cost carrier
plans to serve Montreal (3-weekly) and Pointe-a-Pitre (4
-weekly) using an A330-200. Then, in early September,
Fort-de-France (3-weekly) and New York EWR (4weekly) will be added to the network. Paris ORY is a base
for Vueling, which will provide connecting opportunities.
Meanwhile, at LEVEL’s inaugural base in Barcelona, it is
adding a new 2-weekly service to Boston starting on 26
March.
Primera Air is boldly entering the highly-competitive UKSpain market. The carrier has announced plans to start
daily flights in late April from London STN to Alicante
and Malaga, followed in mid-May by daily flights from
Birmingham to Malaga and Palma de Mallorca. In S17
the Alicante route from Stansted was served by
Jet2.com, Ryanair and Thomas Cook Airlines, while the
Malaga route was served by British Airways, easyJet,
Jet2.com and Ryanair. From Birmingham the Malaga
route was served by seven airlines and the Palma de
Mallorca route by six. However, competition will be less
in S18 on the Malaga route as Monarch Airlines,
Norwegian and Vueling have all suspended their
operations. Monarch is also no longer operating the
Palma de Mallorca route.

Ryanair is returning to Rimini in Italy. Last served from
London STN and Frankfurt HHN in September 2012,
Ryanair is launching seasonal service to Kaunas (weekly)
London STN (2-weekly) and Warsaw WMI (2-weekly) at
the end of March 2018.
Ukraine International Airlines will connect Ukraine and
Canada with non-stop service for the first time since
2012 when it introduces 3-weekly flights between Kiev
KBP and Toronto on 6 June 2018. The two countries
were last linked with non-stop flights in October 2012
when AeroSvit operated 2-weekly flights.
VLM is adding Zurich to its network with the
introduction of 2-daily flights on weekdays from
Antwerp using its Fokker 50s. The first flight will be on
22 January. The airline recently resumed flights between
Antwerp and London LCY.
Volotea has announced over 30 new routes that will
launch in S18 from its various bases across France, Italy
and Spain. Nearly all routes will operate just weekly or 2weekly. There will be multiple new routes from
Bordeaux, Lyon, Nice and Toulouse in France; from Bari,
Genoa, Milan BGY and Naples in Italy; and from Bilbao
in Spain. Volotea announced on 29 November that
Athens would become its 12th base in S18. A new route
to Heraklion will be operated daily and face competition
from Ellinair, Olympic Air and SkyExpress.
Vueling will grow its Palma de Mallorca network next
summer with the addition of new routes to Stuttgart and
Vienna. Both routes will be served 4-weekly and will
launch on 1 June. Competition will be provided on the
Stuttgart route by Condor (daily), Eurowings (38weekly), NIKI (28-weekly) and TUI fly Deutschland (11weekly). The Vienna route is also being flown by
Eurowings (22-weekly) and NIKI (18-weekly).

Pobeda’s international network from Moscow VKO now includes
Turkey; 16 737-800s will carry around 4.5 million passengers in 2017
Aeroflot’s in-house LCC Pobeda began scheduled services
from Moscow VKO on 1 December 2014. Last week it
celebrated its third birthday and it recently took delivery
of a brand new 737-800, complete with the so-called
Split Scimitar winglets. By the end of 2017 it will have
received four of the type, bringing its fleet size to 16
aircraft. All are 737-800s configured with 189 seats.
According to the airline’s website it expects to take
delivery of a further eight aircraft in 2018 and six more in
2019, making 30 aircraft in all.
Sochi/Adler top route in first year
In its first year Pobeda only operated domestic routes. In
August 2015 there were just over 30 flights per day from
Moscow VKO spread across 15 Russian airports, with all
routes served at least daily. The route with by far the
highest frequency was the Black Sea resort airport of
Sochi/Adler, which was served with up to nine daily
flights during the summer peak. Apart from flights from
Moscow VKO, Pobeda also served Sochi/Adler from over
a dozen other Russian airports.
Ekaterinburg with between three and four daily flights
was the next most popular route for the airline, followed
by Anapa (18 weekly flights) and Ufa (15). Another six
domestic routes (Gelendzhik, Makhachkala, Perm,
Surgut, Tyumen and Volgograd) were all served with 2daily flights.
Bratislava beats Bergamo for first international route
On 19 December 2015 Pobeda started its first
international route to Bratislava in Slovakia, followed a
day later by Milan BGY. In February 2016 Cologne Bonn
became the LCC’s first route to Germany, followed by
Memmingen in March. Cyprus was added to Pobeda’s
network on 30 April 2016 when service was launched to
Larnaca. June saw the airline’s first routes to Montenegro (Tivat) and Spain (Girona).
Two more countries have welcomed their first Pobeda
flights in 2017. Gyumri in Armenia, located around 130
kilometres north of the capital Yerevan, received its first
Pobeda flight in March. Initially served 3-weekly,
frequency has increased to daily for W17/18. Two
Turkish airports have been added to Pobeda’s route
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network in recent months. Alanya-Gazipasa service was
launched on 21 April with 3-weekly flights, reducing to
weekly in winter. The airline’s latest new route was
launched on 1 December to Istanbul IST. This route will
be served daily and faces considerable competition.
New routes to Germany, Italy and Spain
Other new international routes launched this year were
Pisa (23 March), Reus (3 June) and Karlsruhe/BadenBaden (19 October). The airline’s domestic network has
also been enhanced with new services from Moscow
VKO to Krasnoyarsk (4-weekly from 21 March), Ulan-Ude
(3-weekly from 30 September) and St. Petersburg (daily
from 29 October).
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Over 4 million passengers in 2016 and 2017
According to Russian government statistics, Pobeda
carried 4.3 million passengers in 2016. In the first eight
months of 2017 demand is up just over 2% to almost
three million, with the carrier expecting to handle
around 4.5 million passengers for the whole year. The
airline’s load factor was an impressive 94% in the first
two-thirds of 2017, up seven percentage points on the
same period last year.
While the airline’s focus remains on flights to and from
Moscow VKO, its winter programme of ‘regional’ flights
(those that do not involve Moscow) has been increased
by 50% from 1,874 to 2,820.
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Berlin has highest fares
With up to seven daily flights to Berlin TXL, the German
capital is Joon’s second busiest route. The average oneway fare on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday was in
excess of 400 Euros, dropping to 320 on Thursday, but
then rising again on Friday to almost 400 Euros.
Interestingly, weekend flights were considerably
cheaper, typically between 140 and 160 Euros except for
the last two Sunday night services, where fares
increased to almost 300 and then almost 400 Euros.
However, the first 50 Euro Light fare was found on
Sunday 7 January, 10 days earlier than on the Barcelona
and Lisbon routes.
Averaged across the whole week, Joon’s average oneway fare from Paris CDG to Berlin TXL was almost 350
Euros compared with 130 Euros for easyJet’s service to
Berlin SXF from Paris ORY. Newcomer Aigle Azur, which
only began operating 4-weekly to Berlin TXL on 1
December, had fares below 100 Euros on all of its flights
that week.
Around 50% of capacity at CDG and Orly
Air France is the dominant carrier at both main Paris
airports. At CDG it accounts for 51% of seat capacity in
2017 (easyJet is next with less than 7%), while in Orly, Air
France’s share of seat capacity this year is estimated to
be around 35%, followed by Transavia (13%), easyJet
and Vueling, each with about 9% each.
In Orly, which is closer to downtown Paris than CDG,
85% of Air France’s capacity is on domestic routes, 8% to
the Caribbean, 4% to Africa and 3% to the Americas. Air
France does not serve any non-French destinations in
Europe from Orly. From CDG, 57% of Air France’s
capacity is on European routes, which includes 14% on
French domestic services. Of the remaining 43% of
capacity, all of which is allocated to long-haul routes,
13% is on North American routes, 12% on African routes
and 8% on Asian routes.
Barcelona is #1 European route from Paris
Analysis of FlightGlobal schedules data for 2017 across
all Paris airports (Beauvais, CDG, Orly and Vatry) reveals
that the top international, European destination is
Barcelona. This is followed by Madrid, Lisbon, Rome
FCO, London LHR, Porto, Amsterdam, Venice VCE,
Geneva and Munich. So, three of Joon’s routes rank first,
third and sixth among Paris routes, while Berlin TXL is
ranked 17th. However, on just a city basis, Berlin
(combining TXL and SXF) would rank tenth. This helps
explain why those four routes were chosen as the launch
routes for Joon.
Air France faces significant LCC competition on the four
routes it has launched. Looking at the other leading
European routes, Air France has 28% of capacity to
Madrid (the same as it does to Barcelona). However, on
the Madrid route the main competitors are Iberia (24%),
Air Europa (16%) and Transavia (10%). easyJet, Ryanair
and Vueling have just 16% of capacity, compared with
61% on the Barcelona route.
On flights to Rome FCO, Air France has 36% of the Paris
market and Alitalia 25%, leaving easyJet and Vueling
with a combined share of 39%. There is no low-cost
competition to London LHR, with Air France having 42%
of capacity and British Airways 58%. On the short route
to Amsterdam, Air France shares the market with KLM
and both parts of Transavia, so this is unlikely to become
a Joon route.
Venice VCE could be a future candidate for Joon services
as Air France’s share of capacity is 39% with Transavia
offering a further 6%. However, easyJet (48%) and
Vueling (7%) offer significant LCC competition. The final
two top 10 destinations, Geneva and Munich, are less
likely to become Joon routes. On Geneva, Air France has
71% of the market compared against easyJet’s 29%,
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while Air France and Transavia shared 48% of the
Munich market in 2017, compared with 46% for
Lufthansa and 6% for Eurowings.
Istanbul, Naples, Rome and Oslo next for Joon
To celebrate the start of Joon operations on 1
December, the airline revealed its next destinations to
be transferred from Air France to Joon. Starting in March
there will be four more short/medium-haul destinations
on which passengers will get the Joon experience;
Istanbul IST (daily), Naples (14-weekly), Rome FCO (49weekly) and Oslo (18-weekly). Air France and Transavia’s
combined capacity share of these routes in 2017 is
forecast to be 16%, 45%, 36% and 39% respectively.
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Five long-haul routes starting in S18
Long-haul services operated by Joon will begin at the
start of the summer season to Cairo (daily), Cape Town
(3-weekly) and Tehran (3-weekly), followed by Fortaleza
(2-weekly) and Mahé (3-weekly) in May. These will be
flown using A340s. As a result, in S18 Joon will be serving
13 destinations in total with over 220 weekly departures
from Paris CDG.
Given that in S17 Air France operated between 2,300
and 2,400 weekly departures from CDG, it seems that
Joon will account for just under 10% of Air France’s
flights from its main hub. How quickly that share grows
remains to be seen.
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